
Till it all goes away-Written and Performed by Naa Akua 

 

Till it goes away 4x 

Some got a fixed fixation  

You know on death  

Leaving the land of living to the land of rest  

My chest lifts heart skips and I’m all out of breath  

I do my best with this game called chess 

 

Knights, kings, and queens  

Prioritize your means, mans made to bleed 

Cries, yells, and screams  

Rebel then repel from life’s major themes  

 

Cu Cu Cuz it’s whatever you believe in  

Whatever keeps you dreaming, whatever keeps you breathing? 

Whatever keeps you feening, whatever keeps you leaning? 

To the right course of course not the tail but the horse 

 

You’re the boss with the torch, nothing less nothing more 

Do your best to endure  

Write a check, run a mile, be a rep for a cure 

Mere mortals to this portal nothing seems abnormal  

Then the sun beams light here today gone tomorrow 

 



Till it goes away 5x 

 

It all goes away but never goes to waste  

Funny about living it’s all about the chase  

Envision us just beautiful decay  

Beautiful a waits with every breaking day  

 

Man I’m back to the base  

Back to my pace head bowed I shall give all the praise  

Mercy is a blessing when your eyes are still awake  

And I’m stable to debate, not obnoxious to their traits  

I got options on my plate, obstacles give way  

When you’re opting for a change  

 

I change my position  

Renamed my petition  

I am the mission glitchin’ for a fixin’ 

Repetition brings friction, I hope many listen  

Contribute to my addiction  

 

My pen my pad  

The fuel that keeps me kicking  

I’m amused I’m consumed  

Dropping jewels to feed your children  

 



I promote healthier living  

With the tools that I’ve been giving, we put mistakes into remission  

Reminiscing about the past, pay attention to the future   

Our lives bear art sway it to good usage  

 

Till it goes away (fades out repeated) 

 


